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We report on the magnetic moments of Au and Fe in fcc and bcc disordered Au-Fe alloys determined via a
combination of x-ray magnetic circular dichroic measurements at the L3,2 edges of Au and superconducting
quantum interference device magnetometry. The 5d induced magnetic moment of Au in the fcc alloys scales
with the number N of nearest Fe neighbors, from MAu=0.1 �B /atom for N=3 to MAu=0.2 �B /atom for N
=6. Fe in these alloys is in a high-spin state, which carries a total magnetic moment of about 3 �B /atom. The
maximum value of 5d induced magnetic moment of Au is 0.33 �B /atom and is exhibited when Au is placed
as an impurity in a bcc Fe environment. The ratio of the orbital-to-spin 5d magnetic moment of Au is
ML /MS�0.2 in all samples. The experimental results are discussed with respect to first principles calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Technological progress in third generation synchrotron ra-
diation facilities has made possible nowadays the element-
specific determination of magnetic moments in multielement
materials.1 Even very small magnetic moment contributions
in such materials can be measured with high precision. A
recent example is the magnetic moment of Au investigated
by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism �XMCD� experiments.
Au was shown to acquire a small induced magnetic moment
in the range of 0.03–0.06 �B /atom at interfaces with Co in
Co/Au multilayers.2 Successive works have demonstrated
that even self-organized Au nanoparticles may have, when
placed in specific organic environments, some small mag-
netic moment.3,4

In this work, we focus on the Au and Fe magnetic mo-
ments in disordered Au-Fe alloys. This system has been ex-
tensively studied for the last four decades because it presents
a rich variety of interesting structural and magnetic proper-
ties. In the low Fe concentration limit, �below about
16 at. % Fe� fcc Au-Fe alloys show a paramagnetic to spin-
glass transition by lowering the temperature. In the concen-
tration interval of 16–24 at. % Fe, Au-Fe alloys exhibit
double transitions between ferromagnetic and spin-glass
phases as a function of temperature �“reentrant” spin-glass
behavior�.5–7 When the Fe concentration is larger than about
24 at. %, Au-Fe alloys become regular ferromagnets. For
concentrations up to 53 at. % Fe, fcc Au-Fe alloys are
quite easily stabilized at room temperature despite the fact
that the fcc phase is only a high temperature phase according
to the binary alloy phase diagram of the Au-Fe system.8

Already since the 70s, Cable and Wollan,9 via measuring
the magnetic form factors of fcc Au75Fe25 disorder alloys,
have provided a magnetic moment of 2.84 �B /atom for Fe
and an upper limit of 0.03 �B /atom for Au. One may under-
stand the large magnetic moment of Fe as a magnetovolume
effect. Indeed, successive tight binding calculations showed

that fcc Fe should present a high-spin state upon volume
expansion.10 Fe-rich alloys are encountered in the normal
bcc ��-Fe� phase. In this phase, the magnetic moment of Fe
is 2.2 �B /atom.11 An early XMCD experiment on bcc
Au3Fe97 alloys yield for the 5d magnetic moment of Au a
value of less than 0.1 �B /atom for Au, while, interestingly,
in the same publication, first principles calculations predicted
0.3 �B /atom.12

In the present work, we determine the total magnetic mo-
ment of Fe and the 5d magnetic moment of Au for the dis-
ordered fcc and bcc Au-Fe alloys in the concentration range
of 25–97 at. % Fe, via a combination of XMCD and super-
conducting quantum interference device �SQUID� magne-
tometries. The results are discussed with the help of fully
relativistic first principles calculations. We confirm the exis-
tence of the high-spin Fe state in the fcc regime. We find that
Au has a sizeable 5d orbital magnetic moment, which is
about 20% as large as its spin magnetic moment for all
samples. Considerable induced 5d magnetic moments are re-
vealed for Au and increase with the number of nearest Fe
neighbors. The maximum value of the induced 5d magnetic
Au moment �Au=0.33 �B /atom is exhibited when Au is in
impurity form, totally surrounded by Fe neighbors in bcc
Au-Fe alloys. The experimental results are in a satisfactory
agreement with our first principles calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Au50Fe50 �sample A�, Au75Fe25 �sample B�, and Au3Fe97
�sample C� alloys were prepared in bulk form by arc melting
under 600 mbar argon atmosphere. �Indices denote concen-
tration in at. %.� The structure of the samples was deter-
mined by x-ray diffraction �XRD�. The measurements were
performed with the help of a standard powder diffractometer
�SEIFFERT� with the Ni-filtered Cu K�1 radiation ��
=0.154 05 nm�. Samples A and B were shown to be in a
single fcc phase. Au and Fe may form fcc solid solutions in
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a broad composition range at relatively elevated tempera-
tures, according to the binary alloy phase diagram of this
system.8 By quenching, one may stabilize the fcc phase at
room temperature even though the thermodynamically fa-
vored phase at room temperature is the bcc one.8 According
to the phase diagram, the maximum Fe concentration for
which this recipe may safely work is 53 at. % Fe. In Fig. 1,
we plot the XRD pattern for sample A. All diffraction peaks
are identified solely with respect to the fcc crystallographic
planes. The lattice constant which can be determined by this
pattern via Bragg’s law is a=0.393 nm. This value is 3.7%
smaller than the lattice constant of bulk Au and 8% larger
than the one of �-Fe due to the formation of the solid solu-
tion. On the other hand, for sample C, the regular bcc Fe
diffraction peaks were recorded.

SQUID magnetometry measurements were performed at a
temperature T=4 K and under maximum external field of 5
T. The XMCD experiments were performed at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility �ESRF� in Grenoble �France�
on the ID12 beamline13 at the L3,2 edges of Au using a highly
efficient fluorescence yield detection mode in a backscatter-
ing geometry. The degree of polarization of the circular light
provided by an apple-II type helical undulator HU38 after
the monochromator equipped with a pair of Si�111� crystals
was nearly 98%. In order to ensure complete magnetic satu-
ration, magnetic fields that are much larger than the satura-
tion field were applied. X-ray absorption �XAS� spectra were
recorded at 4 K. The spectra have been corrected for self-
absorption and saturation effects. To exclude any experimen-
tal artifacts, the XMCD spectra were recorded either by
changing the helicity of the incoming light or by inverting
the direction of the external applied magnetic field. A fcc Au
foil was measured as a reference under the same experimen-
tal conditions.

The electronic structure of the alloys was self-consistently
calculated on the basis of the local spin density
approximation14 to the density functional theory using the
fully relativistic spin-polarized linear muffin tin orbital
�LMTO� method15–17 in the atomic-sphere approximation, in-
cluding the combined correction �ASA+CC�.15,18 Core-
charge densities were calculated at every iteration of the self-
consistency loop. The spin polarization was included in the
variational step.19 The basis consisted of s, p, d, and f
LMTOs for both Fe and Au. More details on the computa-

tional method may be found in Ref. 20. The disorder alloy
structures were simulated by considering a large unit cell
with many Fe and Au atoms placed in random positions as
seen in Fig. 2 for the case of Au50Fe50. The lattice parameter
a=0.393 nm was determined by the XRD spectra �see Fig.
1�. Similar approaches were also applied for the calculations
for samples B and C.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Au spectra and magnetic moments

In Fig. 3, the XAS and the XMCD spectra at the L3,2
edges of Au are plotted for sample A. For the XAS spectra,
the ratio of the L3 /L2 was normalized to 2.24/1 according to
Ref. 21. The sizeable XMCD signal reveals that Au has ac-
quired an induced magnetic moment. By knowing the direc-
tion of the magnetic field and the helicity of the beam, we
conclude that Au is polarized parallel to the Fe magnetic
moment. In order to determine the magnetic moment of Au
and disentangle it into spin and orbital contributions, we
have applied the sum-rule analysis.22 For the evaluation of

FIG. 3. X-ray absorption �top, solid line� and x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism �bottom� spectra recorded at the L3,2 edges of Au
in a fcc Au50Fe50 solid solution. The corresponding XAS spectra of
a reference fcc Au foil have been also included �top, dashed line�.

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction pattern from an Au50Fe50 alloy �sample
A�. All diffraction peaks are labeled. The pattern provides clear
evidence for a fcc single-phase solid solution.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Unit cell employed in the first principles
band structure calculations for a disordered fcc Au50Fe50 alloy. The
numbering indicates the three different types, from point of view of
symmetry, of Au and Fe atoms in the unit cell.
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the number nh of 5d holes of Au in the alloys, we have
followed a similar process as the one described in Ref. 23,
i.e., we compared the white line intensities to the one of a
reference fcc Au foil. For the Au foil, nhref=0.688.2,24 This
comparison shows that the so-called “white line” intensity
for pure Au is very small, however, it is not equal to zero.
This originates from the presence of unoccupied states of d5/2
and d3/2 character in the vicinity of the Fermi level due to
s-p-d hybridization.25 Obviously, there is an increase in the
white line of Au with the presence of Fe. This white line
increase may be interpreted as an increase in the number of
5d holes for Au. On the other hand, at the L2 edge, this effect
is much less pronounced, which indicates that the presence
of Fe mostly influences the d3/2 states.

For the evaluation of the 5d magnetic moments of Au, we
have used the following information from our first principles
calculations: Our calculations have shown that the expecta-
tion value of the TZ term in all samples is less than 1% of the
Sz. We also feel important to underline that p→s transitions
are also allowed at the L edges and need, in principle, to be
taken into account. Our calculation showed, however, that
p→s transitions are at least two orders of magnitude smaller
that the p→d transitions. Moreover, quadrupolar transitions
at the L edges �p→p and p→ f� are also expected to be
much smaller than dipolar ones. Therefore, all the aforemen-
tioned contributions were neglected in our analysis for the
evaluation of the 5d moment of Au. Our analysis resulted in
the following values for the 5d magnetic moments of Au:
MAu=0.20 �B /atom and ML /MS=0.21. The same analysis
for sample B resulted in MAu=0.10 �B /atom and ML /MS
=0.21.

For the bcc sample C, we have followed a different tech-
nique in the analysis. The reason is that the shape of the XAS
spectra is strongly influenced by the local crystallographic
symmetry, so the fcc Au reference XAS do not match to the
ones in the sample. In such a case, we follow the same ap-
proximate method, which we have recently adopted for a
similar case in CoCrPt alloys.26,27 That is, after normalizing
the XAS spectra, we compared the XMCD spectra of Au in
the sample C directly to the ones of Au in the fcc alloys �see
Fig. 4�. This idea is justified by the fundamental principle
that the sum rules establish a simple linear relationship be-
tween the magnitude of XMCD signal and the magnetic mo-
ment �for a detailed discussion, see Ref. 28�. This analysis
yields the following values for the 5d moments of Au:
MAu=0.33�B /atom and ML /MS=0.18. In Fig. 4, the XMCD
spectra recorded at the L3,2 edges of Au in Au-Fe alloys are
plotted in order to visualize in a direct way the increase in
the induced magnetic moment of Au with Fe concentration.
By comparing the results for the three samples, one may see
that the 5d magnetic moment of Au seems to strongly depend
and to be almost proportional to the number N of nearest
neighboring Fe atoms. Such a behavior is not universal, how-
ever. It has been observed also for induced magnetic mo-
ments in other binary alloys over wide concentration inter-
vals, see e.g., Ref. 29 for NiPt alloys. On the other hand, the
XMCD spectral shape is similar for all samples at both L3,2
edges.

These considerable magnetic moment values for Au may
be thought that they are in quite some conflict with early

experiments providing an upper limit of 0.03 �B /atom for
fcc Au75Fe25 alloys.9 However, while XMCD measurements
at the L3,2 edges of Au provide the 5d induced magnetic
moment for Au due to the selection rules, which practically
allow only transitions with �l= �1, the total magnetic mo-
ment of Au consists of 6s, 6p, and 5d of contributions �see
also a detailed discussion in Ref. 30�. Therefore, it was nec-
essary to perform first principles calculations and compare
the results to the experiment. The calculated values are listed
together with experimental ones in Table I. Calculation
yields a magnetic moment carried out by the 5d orbitals of
Au to be 0.15 �B /atom in sample A and �Au
=0.066 �B /atom in sample B. These values are in reason-
able agreement to the experimental ones. The ratio of the
induced 5d Au magnetic moments in the two alloys is of
about 2, as in the experiment. Interestingly, due to the nega-
tive 6s and 6p contributions, the total magnetic moment of
Au is only 0.076 �B /atom for sample A and 0.033 �B /atom
for sample B. Thus, one may see that the total induced mag-
netic moment of Au in Au75Fe25 is very close to the experi-
mental result of Ref. 9. The ratios ML /MS=0.25 for sample
A and 0.24 for sample B are in very good agreement with the
experimentally determined value of 0.21. Finally, for sample
C, the experimental value for the 5d magnetic moment of Au
is also in good agreement with the corresponding ones of
0.29 �B /atom �Ref. 12� and of 0.4 �B /atom �Ref. 31�,
which resulted from previous first principles calculations.
Our own first principles calculation yields �Au
=0.32 �B /atom and �L /�S=0.20, which is in excellent
agreement with the experiment. On the other hand, Ref. 12
provides a �L /�S=0.3 value, which is quite larger than our
experimental one.

B. Fe magnetic moments

In order to determine the Fe magnetic moments, we have
followed the same method, which was adopted earlier for
Fe/V superlattices32 and FeBY alloys.33 Namely, we have
performed SQUID magnetometry measurements and, suc-

FIG. 4. �Color online� XMCD spectra at the L3,2 edges of Au in
bcc Au3Fe97 alloy �dashed�, fcc Au50Fe50 alloy �thin solid�, and fcc
Au75Fe25 alloy �thick solid line�.
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cessively, we subtracted from the total magnetization signal
the Au contribution, as obtained by combining the informa-
tion from the XMCD data and our own first principles cal-
culations. For this latter purpose, we have taken the ratio of
the total-to-5d moment contribution from the first principles
calculations and we scaled the moment value determined by
the XMCD accordingly. In Fig. 5, the magnetization curves
for the fcc samples A and B are plotted. If one normalizes to
the number of the nominally magnetic atoms only, which is
Fe, as it is frequently done in the case of multielement ma-
terials, see discussions in Ref. 34, one yields values of MFe
=3.0 and 3.16 �B /atom, respectively, for samples A and B.
By taking into account, however, the magnetic contribution
of Au, as aforementioned, the corresponding Fe magnetic
moments should be �Fe=2.90 and 3.01 �B /atom. These
large values clearly indicate that Fe is in the high-spin mag-
netic state. On the other hand, for the Fe-rich bcc sample C,
the magnetic moment of Fe shown in Table I has been rea-
sonably considered to be equal to the one of bulk Fe.11 The
main results on the Au and Fe magnetic moments from Table
I are plotted in Fig. 6 in order for the various trends of the

magnetic moments as a function of Fe concentration to be
easily viewed.

The Fe moment for the Au75Fe25 sample is in very good
agreement with the early experiments of Ref. 9. Reference

TABLE I. Experimental and calculated magnetic moments for Au-Fe alloys. The magnetic moments are
expressed in �B /atom units. The error bars in the analysis are of about �10%.

Sample Total s p d dexp Totalexp

A �Au50Fe50�
Au

MS 0.0423 −0.0255 −0.0526 0.121 0.163

ML 0.0336 0 0.0047 0.029 0.034

ML+MS 0.0763 −0.0255 −0.0479 0.150 0.197

Fe

MS 2.813 0.0043 −0.0109 2.820

ML 0.054 0 −0.0000 0.054

MS+ML 2.867 0.0043 −0.01093 2.874 2.90

B �Au75Fe25�
Au

MS 0.0180 −0.0153 −0.0200 0.0533 0.082

ML 0.0148 0 0.0019 0.0129 0.017

MS+ML 0.0328 −0.0153 −0.0181 0.0662 0.099

Fe

MS 3.051 0.0218 0.0148 3.015

ML 0.0835 0 −0.0005 0.084

MS+ML 3.135 0.0218 0.0143 3.099 3.01

C �Au3Fe97�
Au

MS 0.1800 −0.0180 −0.0730 0.271 0.280

ML 0.0591 0 0.0060 0.053 0.050

MS+ML 0.2392 −0.0180 −0.0670 0.324 0.330

Fe

MS 2.398 −0.0095 −0.0394 2.447

ML 0.055 0 −0.0002 0.055

MS+ML
2.453 −0.0095 −0.0396 2.502 2.2a

aReference 11.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Magnetization curves for two fcc
Au100−xFex alloys, as indicated, which are recorded by SQUID mag-
netometry at 4 K. The total magnetization is divided by the number
of Fe atoms.
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31 theoretically provides determined values �Fe=2.8 and
3.2 �B /atom for the Au50Fe50 and Au75Fe25 alloys, respec-
tively, which reasonably agree well with our experiment. Our
own first principles calculations for the two alloys, consider-
ing the experimentally determined lattice parameters, yield
the values of �Fe=2.87 and 3.13 �B /atom, respectively,
which are in very good agreement with the experiment. The
high-spin magnetic state of Fe has been also observed re-
cently in tetragonal artificial Fe/Au superlattices35 and this
result has been successfully described by first principles
calculations.30

For the fcc Au-Fe samples, it is worth to notice the fol-
lowing: At first glance, one could be puzzled by the fact that
by decreasing the Fe concentration, the magnetic moment of
Fe increases. In Ni/Pt alloys29 and multilayers,36 as well as in
FeV alloys37 and superlattices,32 for example, the Ni or Fe
magnetic moment decreases by decreasing the Ni or Fe con-

centration, respectively, and, finally, vanishes. This occurs
because the number of “nonmagnetic” nearest neighbors
around Ni or Fe, respectively, increases. The inverse behav-
ior in Fe in the fcc Au-Fe alloys could be related to the
expansion of the volume of the unit cell as the Fe �Au� con-
centration decreases �increases� in agreement with the pio-
neer theoretical calculations of Ref. 10. Successive first prin-
ciples calculations have shown that microscopically, the
increasing Au content results in a narrowing of the 3d band
of Fe and to higher spin moments which could be reach up to
3.4 �B /atom for Fe impurities in Au; a value which is very
close to the limit of 4 �B /atom for atomiclike Fe.31 Simi-
larly, the high-spin state of Fe in tetragonal Fe/Au ordered
alloys has been attributed to a considerable narrowing of the
Fe density of states near the Fermi level because of the de-
creased number of nearest neighbors in these alloys as com-
pared to the bulk. In that case, the majority spin 3d band of
Fe becomes fully occupied and an enhanced magnetic mo-
ment is observed.19,30

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, 5d spin, orbital, and total magnetic moments
of Au in disordered fcc and bcc Au-Fe alloys were directly
probed by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism. The 5d mag-
netic moments of Au are more than three times larger than
the ones that early experiments have yielded. Combination
with SQUID magnetometry enabled us to determine the
magnetic moment of Fe and confirm a high-spin state of Fe
in the fcc Au-Fe alloys. The magnetic moments of both Au
and Fe are found in satisfactory agreement with the results of
first principles calculations.
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